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WARM UP

TECHNICAL

TACTICAL

GAME

LEVEL: Intermediate
TOPIC: Dribbling to beat a defender

FIRST COACHING POINT - SPEED OF TOUCH 
Show players how they might take bigger touches when 
they see space open towards a gate, contrast this with 
some smaller touches when they are close to a gate or 
other players are around

SECOND COACHING POINT - SPACIAL AWARENESS 
Can players keep their head up while dribbling? If so, 
they should be looking for some space to run towards


FIRST COACHING POINT - BODY POSITION 
Emphasize the importance of player’s posture and 
running stance. Players should be dribbling with an 
upright posture, head up and looking where they are 
going. Players should be on the balls of their feet.

SECOND COACHING POINT - SURFACES 
Players should be comfortable using all parts of their 
foot - when looking to move quickly a player should 
use their laces to move the ball. For intricate ball 
movements they can use their inside, outside, back 
and sole. 


FIRST COACHING POINT - SPACIAL AWARENESS 
Where is the space for the attacker to go to? Can the 
dribbler use a fake to take the defender to the opposite 
side and open up a lane to dribble
SECOND COACHING POINT - LEADING THE 
DEFENDER
Dribblers will likely be inclined to start in the middle of the 
area. Show them how starting to either side will open up 
space as the defender is drawn to their side - this gives 
the dribbler an opportunity to attack with speed

COACHING SUMMARY 
Try to find instances in the game to freeze the play 
when your coaching points are relevant. Keep your 
freeze short and concise - try to find opportunities 
when dribbling and beating a player would’ve helped. 
These can be positive or negative pieces of play.

Some examples:


1) A dribbling player beats a defender but does so 
towards a crowd of players


2) An attacking player kicks the ball away as opposed 
to possibly remaining calm and using a skill to 
advance past a defender


3) A dribbling player simply tries to run right through 
an opponent 


24x24 Yard grid - All players with a ball and dribbling within the area. Introduce new skills one-at-a-time and allow players ninety seconds on 
each skill to practice. Challenge players to be as far from all the other players. We can also ask them to look for a chance to burst between 
two other players in the area. Show them:


1) Pull backs

2) Pull back triangles 

3) Body feints

4) Scissors

5) Chops and cuts


Make it easier - increase the area

Make it harder - decrease the area, ask players to perform skills with weak-foot

24x24 yard grid - All players with a ball and dribbling within the area. Place several small gates (two plastic discs, two feet apart) around the 
area. You give the players sixty seconds to get through as many gates as possible. Play several times and introduce stipulations; such as 
they can only go through with thieir weak-foot, the must perform a skill in the gar or they must make a figure-8 around the gate. Once players 
have the hang of this game you can introduce defenders. Remember, this is a high-intensity game so allow at least thirty seconds of rest 
between each round. Use this time to reiterate your coaching points.


Make it easier - add more gates, make the gates larger

Make it harder - take away gates, add more defenders, stipulate players can only go through a gate if nobody else is using it


Divide your area in half with a 2 yard channel in the middle - this gives you two areas measuring 24x11, we will use these to allow players to 
go 1v1 with a defender. Defender starts with a ball at the opposite end to the attacker. The defender serves the ball to the attacker then 
closes down. We suggest each player takes a turn to attack then defends on the very next turn to avoid one player being stuck as defender 
for too long. We also suggest you mix up your players so they can go against new opponents.


Make it easier - give the defender a ball also and instruct them to try and hit the attacker on their ball 

Make it harder - decrease the area, add a second defender


Small-sided game, we suggest 5v5 but try to keep all players engaged. To start with we instruct players that to score a point they must 
dribble in to an end-zone to score (this could be the penalty box). This will prioritize dribbling. We always advise that you should allow time 
for players to enjoy the scrimmage without any conditions. 


Make it real -  
1) Assign positions 
2) Set a formation 
3) Help players understand their role 


